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Abstract
• One can build cognitive ability tests with lower mean group differences using 

items with low g saturation and reducing the reliability of the test. Such a 
diminished g test predicts g related criteria worse than a g test with high g 
saturation and high reliability. Assertions about specific item types causing 
reduced mean differences are likely incorrect.

Challenges and Literature
• There are two challenges in building a general cognitive ability (g) test with low 

mean group differences.
• Challenge #1 is that there are large Black-White mean differences in g.

• Challenge #2. Spearman (1927) noted that the magnitude of mean Black-White 
differences co-varied with the extent to which a test was “saturated with g” 
(Spearman, 1927, p. 379). By “saturated with g,” he meant the extent to which 
the test measures g. Challenge #2 is that if Spearman’s Hypothesis is correct, 
then one cannot build a g test that measures g well (has high g saturation) and 
has low mean group differences.

• However, one can build a g test that does not measure g well (has low g
saturation) that has smaller mean group differences.

• So what g-ish measures assess g poorly? Carroll’s (1993) three stratum model 
suggests constructs that are related to g but which have lower g saturation. A 
good source of item types corresponding to some of Carroll’s (1993) constructs 
is Ekstrom et al. (1976).
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• These scales did not show statistically significant differences in the 
magnitude of Black-White means.

• Scales comparing graphics- and text-based items were written to have the 
same logical structure which gives them similar g saturation.

Comparison items using graphics:

Comparison items using words:  Muffin is a less friendly cat than Fuzzy.

• These scales did not show statistically significant differences in the 
magnitude of Black-White means.

• Across all items, Black-White item level group differences correlated .60 
with item level g saturation.

• Mean Black-White mean differences were smaller for tests composed of 
lower g saturation items than for tests composed of higher g saturation
items. Shorter (30 items), less reliable tests, yielded lower mean Black-
White differences than longer (40 items) more reliable tests.

• Mean reliability of 30-item low g tests was smaller (.60) than mean 
reliability of 30-item high g tests (.84). Similar findings (.66 vs. .88) were 
found for 40-item tests.

• For predicting educational attainment, mean correlations for 30-item low g
tests were lower than for 30-item high g tests (.08 vs. .13). Similar findings 
(.09 vs. .13) were found for 40 item tests.
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• Yusko et al. (2010) argued that the Siena Reasoning Test shows reduced 
mean racial differences because it seeks to reduce reliance on prior 
knowledge, reduce the use of language, and incorporate graphical stimuli. 

• Past research does not support the assertions about such item types 
being responsible for reduced mean group differences (Jenson, 1980, 
Raven et.al. 1994, 1998).

• Test g saturation and test reliability are likely better explanations.

• If situational judgment tests and employment interviews correlate with g
as well as or better than the Siena Reasoning Test, should they also be 
called g measures?

Empirical Demonstration
• Data from 12 cognitive scales administered to 927 respondents were 

used to estimate the g saturation of items. 
• Scales comparing use of nonsense and real words were written to have 

the same logical structure which gives them similar g saturation.
A logic-based measurement scale that used real words. (“John likes all dogs”)
A logic-based measurement scale that used some fake words. (“John likes all doferts”)

Sample-Size-Weighted Correlations with g Tests

Sienna Reasoning Test
(Yusko et al., 2012, slide 24) .32

Situational Judgment Tests
(McDaniel et al. 2007) .32

Employment Interviews
(Huffcutt, et al., 1996) .40

Means of the standardized mean differences for 100 
30-item tests vs. 100 40-item tests

30 item tests 40 item tests
Low g High g Low g High g

White-Black d 0.45 0.57 0.47 0.58
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